
 
HH: How do you approach the practical aspects of musical structure such 
as cues for change and synchronisation, when working with performers 
who are spread out across space? Does this affect the sounds and 
complexity of musical material and the type of notation used? 
 
JW: The decision to spatialise performers comes with the concept of the 
piece, it all gets worked out together, the material, the structure, the co-
ordination or lack of, the poetic idea or 'conceit' behind it, the question of 
what the performers are 'being', their role within the piece...all these things 
influence and impact on each other, are part of each other and flow into each 
other and are basically not possible to disentangle retrospectively. But yes of 
course, the spatialisation has to be something that is right for the material; 
these pieces are intended to be spatialised, meaning they sound best like 
that and aren't intended not to be spatialised. Likewise notation and the way 
things are timed.  
 
I think I would say that pretty much all my spatialised pieces, not only the 
ones you mention, start from the basis that individuals are working separately 
from each other, or are working within small groups that are themselves 
separate from each other. The image is always a variation of the idea of 
multiplicity: of bees in Bee Haven (each player is 'being' a bee), of human or 
animal couples in the Ark (ærc), of figures on a frieze (Olympic Frieze), of 
groups of labourers (Radical Road). The situation isn't quite so clear in 
Venetian Sky, though it is still pictorial, so you could view the participants 
(depending on what they are playing at that particular moment) as sunbeams, 
or onlookers, or wind or clouds. It's more that they are all contributing parts 
to a tableau. So in all these pieces the notation is read separately by each 
individual or separate group, and I tend to work in different material types 
which they can move between independently, ad lib., or choose their own 
fixed ordering.  
 
In all these pieces there is never any strict synchronisation within the piece: 
often participants keep track of time with a stopwatch, and there are loose 
timings given for them to spend on each type of material, or a specific 
moment in the piece to begin doing something else. Venetian Sky is the odd 
one out again as I decided I needed to control it more carefully, given the 
short duration of the piece and the need for things to be a bit more 
structured within it (this piece is not a steady-state tableau vivant, it's actually 
got a structure, albeit an incredibly simple one). Here I stood at the front with 
a blue flag and moved it gradually across a semicircle from lowered to raised 



to lowered; all the participants could see me and understand where they 
should be in the structure and what they should do...for the most part... 
 
HH: Bee Haven (2017) creates a sonic environment reminiscent of the 
natural world, for the audience to move around within. Do you approach 
all of your spatialised pieces as 'sound environments' and does this 
change your compositional approach in comparison to your approach to 
writing for stage / concert hall? 
 
JW: The idea is of fields, that is, that a piece is like a field and the performers 
(and therefore listeners) can move about in them, literally or figuratively. This 
crosses over from concert pieces to 'installations' of all types. A piece like 
Walled Garden, which is for 6 instruments and part of a larger concert work, 
creates the space of the page or pages of the music as fields in which each 
player independently roams about. Slightly differently, mural is a collection of 
74 pieces for 4 singers, which constitute a kind of field of materials for the 
singers to put together in any order they want, probably in collaboration with 
one or more other vocal quartets. I think that sense of wandering around 
within a set of materials comes across in this piece even when it's not strictly 
spatialised (though if there were e.g. four quartets they could be spatialised 
around the room).  
 
All the pieces I mentioned above are 'literal' fields in that the concept (the 
conceit) of the work involves the idea of real space: in Bee Haven it's a 
garden or maybe even a single bush with bees buzzing round it; in ærc it's 
the enclosed interior space of an ark or other place of safety, in Radical Road 
it's an 18th Century rural building site, in Venetian Sky it's the space of the 
Tiepolo painting. What's important in all of these is the idea of the sound 
coming as if from all around the audience - the image of multiplicity or 
abundance, that as the audience you are enclosed within the work, you are 
somehow embodied within it, and it in you. Structure and form become 
visceral experiences. 
 

 
HH: Are the physical, visual, and mechanical aspects of music 
performance a source of interest / influence on your compositional 
processes, or do you focus predominantly on the audible effects of 
variations to spatial placement of performers? 
 
JW: At different times in different ways, yes, I am certainly involved with the 
visual and physical aspects of performance. I think these sorts of works (the 
spatial installations) are particularly physical, the bodily instantiation of the 



performers is a central part of the piece. This is most obvious in Olympic 
Frieze, which is about physical shapes and gestures made by the body as 
much as it is about sound, and I'm planning to do this again in a new piece 
I'm working on for Musarc. So there are obviously visual elements there; also 
in Venetian Sky the sense of shock-and-awe of the performers being ranged 
around the balconies of some huge space is part of the conception. This 
aspect isn't so important to pieces like Bee Haven and aerc, though. Quite 
how these things come into the mix depends on the idea I have, which is 
different each time. 
 
	


